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Abstract

The deformation of a flow injection analysis peak from a Gaussian shape has two components: spatial and temporal. The
former is mainly attributed to the Poisseulie effect in the tubular flow, whereas the latter is related to the observing position
(of a fixed detector) at which signal is measured. The combination of the two makes a skewed peak track on the recorder
chart. Therefore, an observed peak may imply a substantial fraction of a ‘‘false’’ tail due to the effect of non-simultaneous
detection. An expanding-Gaussian model is proposed to simulate the purely temporal effect, and the asymmetric factors were
compared with that of the experimental peak shapes. In most cases the peak deformation occurring in flow injection analysis
should be regarded as ‘‘temporal’’. The contribution of the spatial effects (Poisseulie profile and others) might not be as
significant as it was thought previously.  2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction tank-in-series model [4], the stochastic statistical
model [5], and the solutions of the partial differential

Many chemical instruments give output signals as equations for mass transfer kinetics along a column
peaks. In chromatography the peak is generally [6–8]. However, after a numerical comparison Gol-
symmetrical or Gaussian-like, but for flow injection shan-Shirazi and Guiochon [9] concluded that all
analysis (FIA) it is frequently skewed with a tail. chromatographic models can be approximated by a
The tailing phenomenon, important for optimizing Gaussian profile even when the column efficiency is
instrumental conditions, has drawn intensive atten- low. Although each model does give an asymmetri-
tion since the technique was introduced in 1975 [1]. cal peak shape at the initial stage, the skewness is
A question is raised: why is the FIA peak asymmetri- considered ‘‘insignificant’’, far from enough to jus-
cal? One may seek assistance from existing chro- tify the observations commonly seen in FIA work.
matographic theories as both techniques share very Further explanations become complex. The con-
much the same physical principles [2]. Several cept of ‘‘non-linear isotherms’’ have been used in
chromatographic models are helpful in this respect adsorption chromatography to derive non-symmetri-
including the progressively calculated plate [3] or cal peaks [10], but it surely cannot be valid for FIA

due to the lack of a stationary phase. Instead, the
physical models derived from Fick’s Law [11–15],*Tel.: 1886-2-2362-7358; fax: 1886-2-2363-2912.
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behaviors of a tubular flow, have been more favored.
Together with the friction effect against the tube
wall, the resultant ‘‘Poisseulie’’ or the ‘‘parabolic
velocity’’ profile has been generally adopted as the
major source for the peak tailing in flow injection
analysis, and the ‘‘bow-shape’’ diagram appears
frequently in papers and textbooks [1,16].

1.1. The observer’s position

One important factor, the observer’s effect or the
temporal effect, might have been overlooked by FIA
analysts. When a shape-changing object passes
through a fixed narrow-slit scanning camera, the
observer will receive a distorted picture. It relates
only to the observer’s standing point and the move-
ment of that object, and not to the real appearance of
the object at a time. The deformation due to the Fig. 1. Diagrams illustrating the possible relationships between

the mass profile (left) and recorded peak shape (right). (a)non-simultaneous detection is spatially ‘‘false’’. An
Assuming that the mass distribution in the tubular channel is‘‘observed peak shape’’ implies the ‘‘real peak
asymmetrical due to the Poisseulie effect, and that the pattern is

shape’’ plus ‘‘temporal deformation’’. The concept is unchanged during its passage through the detector at position D,
not novel in the chromatographic field. Back in the the recorder will give peak shape exactly like the mass distribution
1950s, a continuous plate theory given by Gluec- peak. The deformation of peak is purely spatial. (b) Assuming the

mass distribution is symmetrical throughout but the sample zone iskhauf [17] has already demonstrated that the peak
expanding while moving, the detector will record a steeper peakshape can be distorted to have a tail even when the
front and a prolonged peak tail. The deformation of peak is purely

mass distribution in a column is Gaussian. A work- temporal. (c) In real situation the skewed peak image might
sheet practice of the Glueckauf’s model is included attribute to the combination of both.
in a recent textbook by de Levie [18].

Misinterpretation might start from here: some FIA
analysts tend to use experimentally observed peak ‘‘spatial profile’’ and ‘‘temporal deformation’’. They
shape to represent the mass-distribution pattern in the are separated on a hypothetical basis. In the former
tubing, as they deemed the difference is negligible. case (Fig. 1a), the injected sample section moves
Indeed, the mass distribution curve, based on a faster at the center axis than near the tube wall,
length coordinate, can be converted to a time scale. leading to an asymmetric distribution pattern. If the
For example, the mean residence time or peak pattern remains unchanged during its passage
appearance time t can be calculated from t 5 through a detector, a skewed shape is recorded. Thep p

2
pr L /F (where r is the tube radius, L the length of image reflects a purely spatial pattern. In the latter
the tubing, F the flow-rate) or t 5 L /u (u the flow case (Fig. 1b), if the injected sample section hasp

speed). This ‘‘converted’’ time coordinate, although already become a Gaussian-like pattern soon after
having identical scaling to that on the ‘‘observer’s’’ leaving the injector, and it is still broadening with
time coordinate, is still spatial in nature. Without time as it travels, the sensor encounters first a steeper
making a distinction between the two may lead to front and then records a prolonged tail when the
further confusion when dealing with the peak shape main peak passes over. The deformation of the
problems. observed peak is purely temporal.

In a real situation, the skewness of a peak should
refer to the combination of the two processes (see

2. Theoretical Fig. 1c). However, since one can always derive the
asymmetrical parabolic laminar flow by equations,

A diagram (Fig. 1) is presented to distinguish the only the spatial effect has been emphasized by FIA
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1 / 2modelists. The temporal effect, sounds insignificant that this coefficient, in cm unit, is equivalent to
and difficult to verify experimentally, has been the square root of the theoretical plate height H inL]]Œusually ignored. chromatography. It also equals 2D/u in Fick’s law

where D is the diffusion coefficient and u the flow
speed [23]. The purpose of using of m or later m inL t2.1. Mathematical approach
this paper is to emphasize the ‘‘expanding’’ nature of
the injected sample zone, just for the convenience ofFor laboratory applicants, the mathematical ap-
FIA readers.)proaches are of value if they can be simple enough to

be practiced on a computer spreadsheet (e.g., Excel).
2.3. Spatial distribution profileThe most successful one would be the exponentially

modified Gaussian function (EMG) [19–22]. It is
Combining Eq. (1) and a standard Gaussianbased on the fact that all complicated models con-

equation and letting the total peak area as A , aLverge to a Gaussian function, and the degree of
symmetric concentration distribution pattern C(L) atdeformation decays exponentially with time. Thus,
a given time is generated and it can be plotted on thethrough a convolution process, an EMG curve is
L coordinate:generated (in Gaussian form plus decay function).

2L2LThe EMG function can indeed produce significant pAL ]]2 ]S D]]]C(L ) 5 e (2)m 2L]]asymmetric peak shape even at high theoretical plate L pœm 2pLL pœnumbers. Even though the physical meaning has
been questioned by some scientists [9], it has been where L is the position of peak summit (usuallyp
widely adopted as a reasonable approach in the refers to the position of the detector on the L
chromatography field [23]. coordinate). The curve generated by Eq. (2), noted as

the mass distribution curve, cannot be observed
temporally by a single fixed detector. It could only2.2. Conceptual approach
be seen if there were ‘‘many’’ detectors set along the
channel to detect simultaneously.A more simple approach is described in this work

It is very easy for one to think that Eq. (2) can benamely, the expanding-Gaussian function. It follows
converted into time scale, as t is proportional tothe posture of the EMG function that the mass profile p

2L (t 5 L /u), and s ~t ; A and m can be trans-in a tubular channel is eventually Gaussian. Instead p p p t p L L

formed into temporal terms A and m corresponding-of converging an exponential function, the Gaussian t t

ly. Thus, it can be ‘‘mistakenly’’ expressed as:curve is ‘‘transformed’’ from a spatial axis to a
temporal axis. The skewness of the observed peak is t2t 2pAt ]]2 ]S D]]]generated by the Gaussian curve itself, as it expands C(t) 5 e (3)m 2t]] t pœm 2ptt pœwhile it moves. Therefore, the present model is more
a ‘‘conceptual’’ one than a mathematical fitting. This Gaussian-type curve, although on a time

Only two basic equations are involved: a standard scale, does not reveal the recorder output, as what
Gaussian equation, and one describing the expanding the detector receives should be on a ‘‘sequential’’
of its standard deviation along the x-axis. In FIA, x time axis. Therefore the peak generated by Eq. (3)
can be the length L of the tubular channel or time t. does not exist and should not be plotted.
According to previous theories, the ‘‘zone-broaden-
ing’’ of a Gaussian profile can be defined as the 2.4. Temporal convolution
expanding of the standard deviation s of the peak,L

which is proportional to the square root of the travel To project the non-existing image of Eq. (3) from2distance L at a constant flow speed (or s ~L):L a ‘‘simultaneous’’ time coordinate to a ‘‘real’’ time
] coordinate is named the ‘‘temporal convolution’’.Œs 5 m L (1)L L

Since the observation is made at a single point, one
where m is defined here as an ‘‘expanding coeffi- should consider the standard deviation of a peak (s )L t] ]Œcient’’ (on L coordinate) of the flow system. (Note is variable at all time (s ~ t instead of s ~ t ). Itt t pœ
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means that the observed curve is composed of many t and m , to be significant when t is small or m isp t p t

mass–curve segments at various time t. Thus, by large, and vice versa.
replacing t as t in the square root terms, a ‘‘spatial-p

temporal projection-transformation equation’’, or 2.5. Temporal shift of peak summit
simply the ‘‘temporally convoluted Gaussian’’
(TCG) is given: It is interesting to find that the position of the

*temporally convoluted peak (note as t ) appearspt2t 2pAt ]]2 slightly earlier than t ; thus it has an identical peak]S D p]]] ŒC(t) 5 e (4)m 2t] tŒm 2pt height to that of the spatial peak at t but with at p

*‘‘very’’ slightly higher peak height at t . The smallp
The peak generated by this TCG equation is not *temporal shift (t 2 t ) is related to m but indepen-p p t

symmetrical, but it reveals the output on a recorder dent to A or t . The scale is ca. 0.5 s when m 51.0t p t
1 / 2chart. The temporal deformation fraction of Eq.(4) s at a constant flow speed, 0.4 s when m 50.9t
1 / 2 1 / 2from a Gaussian profile can be defined as the s , and 0.3 s when m 50.8 s . The expandingt

difference between Eqs. (3) and (4): coefficient m may vary from system to system. At

quick estimation can be made experimentally byt2t 2 t2t 2p pA At t]] ]]2 2] ]S D S D measuring the ‘‘observed’’ peak area A , height h,]]] Œ ]]]TD(t) 5 e 2 em 2t m 2t t] ]]t t pœŒm 2pt m 2ptt t p *œ and position t :p

(5) ]]*m ¯ A /h / 2pt (6)t t pœ
where TD(t) is the temporal deformation function. It

1 / 2In most FIA cases m should be around 1 s .has three ‘‘crossing knots’’ on the t axis, one near the t

peak summit, and the rest two at each side of the
peak (Fig. 2). The skewness of a peak relates to both 2.6. Comparison to previous models

The TCG equation generates promising asymmet-
ric peaks but with no surprise. This conceptual
approach, without needing the knowledge of the
theoretical plate number, physical diffusion–disper-
sion or differential equations, leads to a resultant
form almost the same as the famous Taylor–Aris
series experiment [11,24], also as that derived by
Lapidus and Amundson [6] for tubular chromatog-
raphy. The skewed pattern generated is comparable
to that by other sophisticated models as illustrated in
the review paper by Golshan-Shirazi and Guiochon
[9]. The TCG function is simpler than the EMG
function, yet offers similar and reasonable skewed
peak shapes.

The question becomes: is the zone broadening
symmetrical at the very beginning and throughout,
and the observed tail a ‘‘false’’ one due to the
temporal effect? Or, is the zone broadening not

Fig. 2. The temporal deformation function, TD(t) (Eq. (5)) is the symmetrical initially, turning to be Gaussian but still
difference between a standard Gaussian curve (Eq. (3)) and the viewed as having a temporal tail? Or, does the
TCG curve (Eq. (4)). Assuming m 51, A 5 1, and t 520, thet t p asymmetric zone broadening accompany with thecurve crosses t-axis at t515.8, 20.0 and 24.7. The temporal peak

temporal effect at all time? If both spatial and*(t 519.5, h50.0898) appears slightly earlier than that expectedp

(t 520, h50.0892), with a slightly higher peak height. temporal components co-exist as stated in Fig. 1c,p
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analysts would like to know: which is dominating in
FIA?

3. Experimental

To further verify the temporal effect by experi-
ment, a simplified flow injection system was assem-
bled as shown in Fig. 3. It comprised a peristaltic
pump running a distilled water carrier at a constant

Fig. 3. Layout of the flow injection system used in this study. Therate of 4.25 ml /min; a Rheodyne four-way injector
delay coil is changeable from 0 to 360 cm long (made of PTFEhaving an injection volume of 0.357 ml; a Hitachi
tube 0.8 mm I.D.). P, peristaltic pump; V, injection valve; S,

U-2000 double-beam spectrophotometer installed spectrophotometer; C, 1 cm flow cuvette (capacity 31 ml).
with a Hellma narrow-bore flow cuvette (light path
1.0 cm, capacity 31 ml); a delay coil that connected

*regarded as t , whereas the ‘‘spatial’’ position tp pbetween the injector and the detector. A series of
*were retrieved by adding to t a temporal shift of 0.5pdelay coil of variable lengths (20–360 cm) was made

s.using PTFE tube of 0.8 mm I.D. wound onto a
supporting rod. The coiled tubing facilitates mixing

4.2. TCG simulationsin the flow channel [1].
A blue dye solution was used as the testing

By taking the experimental A , m , and corre-t tsample; the undiluted absorbance reading was 0.805
sponding t values (Table 1), and putting into thep(at l 5629 nm). Upon the injection of the dyemax temporally convoluted Gaussian (TCG) equation, asolution (vol.50.357 ml), the recorder was pressed
series of peaks was generated (Fig. 6). The‘‘on’’ to draw the peak track. Each resultant peak
asymmetry components (a and b) were obtained bywas specified by measuring its peak appearance time

*analyzing the TCG peak at 0.1h level (at t 2 a andp*(t ), peak height (h), and all those parameters usefulp *t 1 b). All simulated peak data are listed in Table 2.pto characterize the peak asymmetry [25] (see Fig. 4),
i.e., peak widths (W and W ) at 0.1h and 0.5h0.1 0.5

levels, respectively, components (a, b, c, d) and their
corresponding positions (t , t , t , t ).a b c d

4. Results and discussion

4.1. Experimental peaks

The recorded peak shapes (with delay coil lengths
L50, 20, 40, 60, 80, 100, 120, 140, 160, 200, 260,
300, 360 cm, respectively) obtained by the proposed
flow injection system are shown in Fig. 5. The peak
information is listed in Table 1. The peak area was
estimated to be 4.06 by taking the multiplied value
of the initial bandwidth and absorbance of the
injected sample. The expanding coefficient m wast

1 / 2estimated from Eq. (6), to be 1.0160.037 s for Fig. 4. Parameters of an experimental asymmetrical peak.
Asymmetry factor (A ) is defined by A 5 b /a.this system. The ‘‘observed’’ peak positions were f f
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Fig. 5. The peak tracks recorded by a Hitachi U-2000 spectrophotometer for a dye sample injected into the flow injection system with
variable delay coil lengths. The injection volume was 0.357 ml. The lengths of delay coils were manually marked on the chart.

Table 1
Parameters taken from experimental peaks shown in Fig. 5

Coil length Peak height Peak position observed (s) Peak width Skewness m estimated Spatialt

L (cm) h (Abs) by Eq. (6) tc pt t t t t W W a b A 5 b /aa c p* d b 0.5 0.1 f

0 0.667 2.0 3.4 5.7 8.3 11.4 4.9 9.4 3.7 5.7 1.541 1.02 6.2
20 0.646 3.4 4.8 7.1 10.0 13.0 5.2 9.6 3.7 5.9 1.595 0.94 7.6
40 0.593 4.4 5.8 8.4 11.8 15.4 6.0 11.0 4.0 7.0 1.750 0.94 8.9
60 0.524 5.5 7.2 9.7 13.7 17.0 6.5 11.5 4.2 7.3 1.738 0.99 10.2
80 0.475 6.5 8.0 10.8 15.4 18.8 7.4 12.3 4.3 8.0 1.860 1.04 11.3

100 0.459 7.6 9.5 12.2 17.0 20.7 7.5 13.1 4.6 8.5 1.848 1.01 12.7
120 0.434 8.7 10.6 13.5 18.6 22.5 8.0 13.8 4.8 9.0 1.875 1.02 14.0
140 0.404 9.9 11.6 14.9 20.1 24.2 8.5 14.3 5.0 9.3 1.860 1.04 15.4
160 0.382 11.0 13.1 16.5 22.0 26.1 8.9 15.1 5.5 9.6 1.745 1.04 17.0
200 0.353 13.5 15.6 19.5 25.3 29.6 9.7 16.1 6.0 10.1 1.683 1.04 20.0
260 0.341 17.3 20.0 24.4 30.4 35.4 10.4 18.1 7.1 11.0 1.549 0.96 24.9
300 0.301 19.3 22.0 27.2 33.6 39.1 11.6 19.8 7.9 11.9 1.506 1.03 27.7
360 0.281 23.0 26.0 31.5 38.3 43.9 12.3 20.9 8.5 12.4 1.459 1.03 32.0

The resemblance of the simulated peak shapes
(Fig. 6) to the experimental peaks (Fig. 5) is
generally good. They all show characteristics (see
Fig. 7) matching the basic FIA rules as stated in

˚ ˇ ˇtextbook by Ruzicka and Hansen [1]: (1) the shape is
*skewed when the mean residence time t is short;p

and turns gradually to a more symmetrical-look
*when t is large; (2) the peak area remains the samep

at all times; (3) The peak height h decreases with
*increase of the mean residence time t ; (4) the peakp

widths (W , W or a, b) increase with the square0.5 0.1
Fig. 6. The observer’s FIA peaks generated by Eq. (4) assuming *root of t . However, discrepancies are obvious whenpA 54.06, m 51.01, and variable spatial peak positions (t 56.2–t t p *t is very short, say, in the first 10 s in this work,p32 s, respectively, taken from Table 1). All curves were spatially

and they should be regarded as the ‘‘sample size’’Gaussian before convoluted to the time coordinate. The deforma-
tion of the peak shape attributes completely to the temporal effect. effect.
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Table 2
Simulated peaks generated by Eq. (4) using A 5 4.06, m 5 1.01, and corresponding t values in Table 1 (also see Fig. 6)t t p

Spatial Peak height Peak position calculated (s) Peak width Skewness
t (s) h (Abs)p t t t t t W W a b A 5 b /aa c p* d b 0.5 0.1 f

6.2 0.657 2.48 3.58 5.70 9.17 13.38 5.59 10.90 3.22 7.68 2.385
7.6 0.592 3.32 4.64 7.10 10.92 15.38 6.28 12.06 3.78 8.28 2.190
8.9 0.545 4.15 5.67 8.40 12.50 17.18 6.83 13.03 4.25 8.78 2.066

10.2 0.508 5.00 6.71 9.70 14.06 18.95 7.35 13.95 4.70 9.25 1.968
11.3 0.483 5.75 7.60 10.80 15.38 20.42 7.78 14.67 5.05 9.62 1.905
12.7 0.455 6.72 8.76 12.20 17.02 22.25 8.26 15.53 5.48 10.05 1.834
14.0 0.433 7.66 9.85 13.50 18.54 23.94 8.69 16.28 5.84 10.44 1.788
15.4 0.412 8.65 11.02 14.90 20.15 25.75 9.13 17.10 6.25 10.85 1.736
17.0 0.392 9.83 12.38 16.50 22.00 27.78 9.62 17.95 6.67 11.28 1.691
20.0 0.361 12.07 14.96 19.50 25.42 31.53 10.46 19.46 7.43 12.03 1.619
24.9 0.323 15.86 19.24 24.40 30.95 37.56 11.71 21.70 8.54 13.16 1.541
27.7 0.306 18.07 21.71 27.20 34.08 40.95 12.37 22.88 9.13 13.75 1.506
32.0 0.285 21.53 25.54 31.50 38.85 46.10 13.31 24.57 9.97 14.60 1.464

*Note that the appearance of the peak (t ) is 0.5 s earlier than the spatial t .p p

*4.3. The sample size effect larger than 10 s (t /w . 2) to skip the sample sizep i

effect. Although the digitizing of the experimental
It is common to use larger injection size in FIA peak widths might not be very precise, it does give

(compared to chromatography) to avoid losing sen- clear trends as can be seen in Fig. 7. Both a and b
sitivity. Therefore the injection volume cannot be components gradually merge with the theoretical

*treated like a small plug. Instead, the sample section lines when t is larger than 15 s. Within the range ofp

should be regarded to have a histogram-shape at the 10–20 s the asymmetry factor (A 5 b /a) for thef

beginning; which gradually becomes a plateau, then experiment peak is slight larger than of the TCG
*a peak shape when t becomes large. Taking the simulation. Therefore, the temporal effect may notp

present case for instance, the injection volume was be, although dominant, the only one that controls the
0.357 ml, at a flow-rate of 4.25 ml /min it equals an peak tailing.
initial zone width (W ) of ca. 5 s on the time scale. The contributions by the temporal effect have beeni

Accordingly, the TCG function is derelict within estimated by taking (A 21) as a parameter (Fig. 7d).f

* *10 s due to the large sample size. For example, the For peaks with t between 15 and 20 s (t /W 5 3–p p i

initial absorbance of the dye was 0.805; but the TCG 4), the temporal effect conveys a contribution of
simulation gives infinite h when t is zero (Fig. 7b). .90% for the experimental deformation, leaving lessp

*Also, experimentally the initial width components a than 10% for other effects. When t is above 25 sp

*and b were both 2.5 s, leading to an initial A 51, (t /W . 5), the temporal contribution raises inf p i

*while the TCG gives infinite A at t 50 because the proportion to nearly 100%, but reduces in scale.f p

initial band width is assumed zero (Fig. 7c). The
difference on the peak shapes in the first 10s (or
L ,20 cm) is also noticeable. Experimental peaks 4.5. A general aspect for FIA peaksc

are fatter at the middle, whereas simulated peaks
have much slender looks even though the bottom Based on the above verifications, a general aspect
(W ) is wider. for the FIA peak shape development stands out and it0.1

can be stated in four stages:
*4.4. Comparison on asymmetry factor Stage 1: At the initial stage or when t is close top

*the initial zone width W (t /W , 2 in the presenti p i

*Further comparison was done on peaks with t work), the sample size effect is the major concern,p
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Fig. 7. Comparison of parameters estimated from the observed peaks (circles) and from that generated by TCG equation (lines). (a) Position
* * *of t , t , t , t versus t ; (b) peak height versus t ; (c) asymmetric factor, A 5 b /a, versus t ; (d) temporal contribution (A 21) versusa b c d p p f p f

*t /W .p i

which gives a plateau-shape pattern and masks all it is still viewed to have a tail on the recorder chart.
other effects. The temporal effect becomes the dominating reason

* *Stage 2: When t is larger (e.g., t /W . 2 in this for the peak deformation.p p i

* *work), the initial sample zone becomes a peak, Stage 4: When t is very large (say, t /W . 50),p p i

appearing with an asymmetrical tail. Both spatial the asymmetry factor A converges to 1 and the peakf

(e.g., the sample size effect and the Poisseulie effect) appearance becomes a Gaussian curve. Neither the
and temporal components may co-exist and co-re- spatial nor temporal effect is significant, the ob-
sponsible for the peak skewness. served peak shape reveals almost the same pattern as

* *Stage 3: When t is even larger (t /W . 5 in this the mass profile.p p i

work), the spatial effects fade gradually leading to a In FIA application, it is quite common to have an
Gaussian-like distribution in the tubular channel, but injection size of 0.1–0.5 ml and a residence time of
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30 s–2 min for a sample peak. If the manifold is Acknowledgements
*operated at a flow-rate of 5 ml /min, the t /W ratiosp i

lay in a range between 5 and 50 (i.e., stage 3). With The author would like to thank K.M. Chen, Y.H.
this in mind one may consider that most of the peak Li, G.T.F. Wong, K. Ronning, and two anonymous
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*temporal. For chromatography the t /W is usually manuscript.p i

very large (.100), the temporal peak tailing can
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